
Would Rather

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

It took me a few weeks to finally persuade her that I
_____________________ what was going to happen.
1.

(not/know)

I __________________ that than pay as Florine does.2. (do)

But now, mamma, ______________________________-seven daughters
or seven sons?
3.

(which/you/have/?)

For one hundred years his spirit has haunted the forest, and it is said that
he has helped many to become rich, at the cost of their poor souls, of which I
_______________________ any more.

4.

(not/say)

We ________________________ you the satisfaction of making what you
call restitution.
5.

(not/give)

In his worst moments, he ____________________ back, and go any
distance out of his way, than encounter those two handsome, dark, bright
eyes.

6.

(turn)

He ________________________ to anyone about it because talking only
brought it more actually in front of him.
7.

(not/talk)

In fact, I _________________ to.8. (like)

I _________________ at home than hear that.9. (stop)

I ________________ anybody on his back than myself; he does not like
me; but, to them he does, he can be as gentle as a lamb.
10.

(see)

For herself, she _____________________ as she was.11. (go on)

There were many things he __________________ than that.12. (do)

A man does not want his sweetheart to take risks for him beyond a certain
point, and he ____________________________ at all than be saved by her
at too high a price.

13.

(not/passive/save)

And I ________________ no more about it.14. (say)
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He ____________________ that than lose all hold upon her.15. (risk)

He cannot conceive why one should roam about, where there is nothing
to seek and nothing to do, and why, under such circumstances, one
_______________________ down on the long bench and go to sleep.

16.

(not/lie)

I ___________________________ that the Federal Government could be
so disgraced by its own soldiers.
17.

(not/believe)

But, were I a physician, I _____________________ the transfer to the
slow hand of accident, than hasten it by guilty experiments on those who put
their lives into my hands.

18.

(leave)

Hitch had been an old sweetheart, Figger Bush and Vinegar Atts had paid
her courtly attentions, and some things had happened that she
________________________ to explain to her husband.

19.

(not/have)

I should doubt if it would consent to be drawn up by the heels to the
summit of the mountain-whether it ________________________ me down
with it into the abyss.

20.

(not/drag)
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